With an enhanced real-wood look and strength backed by Alloy Armour Technology®,
AZEK’s capped polymer decking is best in quality and designed to endure. With AZEK®,
you’ll get award-winning, sophisticated colour palettes, a product that won’t need staining
or sealing for protection and will not splinter, rot, crack or warp. Plus we back our quality
decking with an industry-leading 30-year limited fade and stain warranty and a limited
lifetime warranty.

Vintage Collection®
Bring your outdoor living space to life
with our most dramatic, variegated
line. This sophisticated collection
features the most natural looking
colours with a subtle, low-gloss,
wire-brushed visual appearance. The
Vintage Collection meets criteria for
Class A on the flame spread index.

V

NEW
COASTLINE ®

V

NEW
ENGLISH
WALNUT ™

V

NEW
WEATHERED
TEAK ™

V MAHOGANY

V DARK HICKORY

V CYPRESS ®

V HAZELWOOD ®

Arbor Collection®
This popular collection includes
warm, vibrant tones resembling rich
woods from both near and far. These
colours are moderately variegated
and have slightly more pronounced
grain patterns, similar to
characteristics found in nature.

V BRAZILIAN
WALNUT

V MOUNTAIN

V MORADO ®

V ACACIA ®

V SILVER OAK ®

V ISLAND OAK ™

S BROWNSTONE

S SLATE GRAY

S KONA ®

REDWOOD ®

Harvest Collection®
These classic colours offer a pleasing
palette of soft shades to complement
most popular home exteriors. Our least
variegated line, the Harvest Collection
has a traditional wood grain texture, with
tried-and-true tones that blend well with
a variety of architectural styles.

V

AUTUMN
CHESTNUT ®

Although AZEK® Building Products decking is cooler to the touch than many other deck board products, all decking products will get hot in the sun. Additionally, the
darker the decking colour, the hotter it will feel. For hotter climates, consider choosing a lighter colour. While the product is designed to resist fading, no material is
fade proof when subjected to years of exposure to ultraviolet (UV) rays and the elements.

Board-to Board Color Variation
At AZEK® Building Products we go to extensive lengths to make our products reflect all of the beauty and nuance of nature. Our
collections include solid board colours while others bear subtle to more pronounced highlights to closely resemble the characteristics
of real wood. This intended effect is known as colour variegation. To achieve this, we use various pigments and stains to replicate the
features found in traditional lumber. Some of our collections also have cascading colours, which add a gradual, gradient appearance
throughout the length of the board. The degrees of cascading and variegation will vary from board-to-board.

Visit AZEK.com or TimberTech.com.au to learn more.

Made from up to 73% recycled materials, including a composite of plastic and wood fibers,
TimberTech® is the sustainable choice and eliminates annual sealing and staining for protection.
Plus, TimberTech’s capped wood composite is coated on all four sides, providing long-lasting
durability. It is also resistant to mold, mildew and moisture damage. Backed with our 30-year
limited fade & stain warranty as well as our 30-year limited warranty.

30

Legacy Collection

V C

NEW
SAPELE ™

V C PECAN

V C

NEW
ESPRESSO

V C

NEW
WHITEWASH
CEDAR ™

V C TIGERWOOD

V C ASHWOOD

Designed to reflect the true tones of natural
wood, this is our most uniquely variegated
line which includes cascading colours. The
artisanal, hand-scraped texture has a refined
appearance matched with the most advanced
design technology available.

V C MOCHA

Tropical Collection

V ANTIGUA GOLD ® V ANTIQUE PALM ®

V CARIBBEAN
REDWOOD ®

Bring a beachside paradise to your backyard
with unique, sun-soaked tones. These authentic,
natural colours are moderately variegated and
feature a more pronounced grain texture.

V AMAZON MIST ®

Terrain Collection™

V RUSTIC ELM ®

V SANDY BIRCH

V STONE ASH ®

V SILVER MAPLE

V BROWN OAK

Classic, earthy and adaptable tones that blend well
with a variety of architectural styles and existing home
decors. This collection is perfect for those who prefer
a more traditional look. With a highly textured grain
pattern, these tones have slightly variegated nuances
or, in the case of our solid colours, none at all.

The product applications depicted in this brochure are for display purposes only and not for the purpose of validating the suitability, warrantability or safety of
any particular installation or application of the product. Always consult the AZEK or TimberTech installation instructions as well as local building codes to ensure
proper installation. AZEK® Building Products are designed to resist fading. Depending on environmental conditions, colours may change over time, consistent with
the warranty guarantees where applicable.

Please use the key below to understand the color styles:

S

Solid Colour
A single colour without
discrete markings

V

Variegated Colour
Discrete markings of
different colours

Visit AZEK.com or TimberTech.com.au to learn more.

V C

Variegated with Cascading Colour
Discrete markings of different colours
and seemless gradual colour blend

* Please contact your local ITI branch for product availability.

